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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

COORDINATION: VOLUNTARY OR FORMAL?

AHE CONFERENCE EXAMINES PATTERNS

High on the agenda of unresolved issues in higher education is the matter of coor-

dination of this sector of education within and among the various states. Although

the literaure on this highly controversial subject is not voluminous, increasing

attention has been devoted to this topic since the late 1950s.

The unprecedented demand for expanded and broader forms of educational opportunities

beyond high school has created serious concern for the financial commitments involved

in satisfactorily meeting these demands.

Government officials and authorities in the field of higher education are vitally

concerned not only with the costs involved but with educational purpose as well.

Forms of coordination and its corollary, long-range planning on a statewide basis,

are increasingly being viewed as a means for dealing effectively with the matter

of economy as well as educational opportunity and purpose in higher education.

The controversy centers on voluntary forms of coordination vs. more formal forms

of coordination. Proponents of the voluntary type of coordination among the insti-

tutions of higher education are basically concerned with preserving institutional

autonomy in fulfilling the purposes of higher education. Proponents of formal

coordination are primarily concerned about the ability of the state to meet state-

wide and even regional needs in the higher educational process.

The strengths and weaknesses of these forms of coordination, and other related

issues, were examined in the recent statewide conference of the Association for

Higher Education of the Washington Education Association. The Association for

Higher Education was pleased to obtain the services of outstanding individuals to

aid in the investigation of the issues.

Eajor conft!rence addresses were delivered by Dr. Logan Wilson, president, American

Council on Education; Dr. Thomas B. Merson, director of research, California

Association of Junior Colleges, and Warren Deem, study director of the management

firm of Arthur D. Little, Inc.

WEA-AHE also is indebted to the individuals who composed two panels that brought

much insight to the basic issues involved. The first panel, "Society's Concern for

Coordination in Higher Education," was moderated by State Senator Gordon Sandison.

Members of the panel were State Senator Marshall A. Neill; State Representative

Frank B. Brouillet; J. R. (Bob) Mitchell, assistant vice-president, Pacific North-

west Bell Telephone Co.; John L. King, chairman, board of regents, University of

Washington, and W. Phillip Strawn, executive secretary, Washington State Research

Council.
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The second panel, "The Profession Views Coordination in Higher Education," was
moderated by Dr. Frederic Giles, professor of higher education, University'of
Washington. MLembers of the panel were Dr. Robert Mortvedt, presicent, Pacific
Lutheran University; Ernest G. Kramer, assistant superintendent, Division of
Vocational Education, Office of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction;
Dr. Kenneth Halwas, president, Washington American Association of University
Professors; Dr. Frederick P. Thieme, vice-president, University of Washington;
Mrs. Elizabeth McPherson, head of the English department, Clark College, and Dr.
William E. Steward, president, Wenatchee valley College.

The statewide planning committee for the AHE conference and the chairman (Larry
Easter, ABE president-elect) are to be commended for their success in focusing
attention on this significant issue in higher education.

041267

C. WAYNE EALL,-WEA director of ;:ollege
and univsrsity relations.



THE COORDINATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN WASHINGTON STAT3:

PROBLEMS WHICH DEFINE THE TASK

by

Warren H. Deem

Managencalt Services Division
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
San Francisco, California

A Speech Delivered to the Third Statewide Conference of the
Association for Higher Education, SeattleWashington

December 22 1966

INTRODUCTION

The more effective coordination of education is regarded as one of tlie most

important unresolved public policy issues confronting educators, laymen and public

officials concerned with education in Washington State. During our recent study of

the State's community college system, the Arthur D. Little, Inc. study team found

repeated evidence of concern throughout the State with the general question of

how the State's total education efforts might be more effectively coordinated so as

to ensure the sound development of the State's educational resources.

It is reassuring, therefore, that the Association for Higher Education has

chosen the issue of coordination for its annual conference topic. I interpret this

as meaning that the members of AHE and AHE as a group intend to initiate by means of

this conference a serious study of this issue and that you intend to exercise leader-

ship in tbe process of shaping essential public policy in the State with regard to it.

I find this reassuring because experience elsewhere in the nation suggests

that professional educators have not always taken such initiative. Logan Wilson, for

example, has observed that:

H
... the initiative behind mandatory coordination in most states comes

from outside rather than from inside academic circles. In view of the

entrenched tradition of institutional sovereignty, this is understandable,

but the unfortunate aspect of it is that resistance to change often

places educators in the role of passive observers rather than active
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participants in shaping the larger destinies of their institutions."

If the views and activities of ABE and its members with respect to com-

munity college policy questions are any guide, I think our Arthur D. Little, Inc.

study team would forecast that you will be anything but passive in pursuing study

and action in regard to the issue of coordination:

A MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT'S APPROACH

My purpose today is not to try to suggest how greater coordination should be

structured ar achieved, because such recommendations must be grounded in research and

study of the type which you intend to initiate and pursue. Instead, I have been asked

to view the issue of coordination from the standpoint of a management consultant and

in this role, as a student of organization, to try to assist you in doing two things:

1. define some of the issues which might be examined in your study

of this matter; and,

2. suggest how you might structure your enquiry.

Now every observer has perceptual biases which reflect the conditioning of

his experience and his occupational role. Perhaps the much-maligned term of management

consultant provides no basis for generalization in these matters, but I think it only

fair to col .;ess my own biases merely as one student.
1)

Cme of these biases takes the form of an observation with which those of you

who worked with us on the community college study are now familiar. It is that in

matters of institutional structure and administrative procedure, there is seldom any

IIone best way" to organize and implement a complex policy or program. In other words,

the choice of organizational means to achieve any significant policy and program end

usually involves a complex decision-making process which requires sensitivity and, in

the end, judguent informed by research.

1. Logan Wilson, Emerging Patterns in American Higher Education, American Council
on Education, Washington, 1965, p. 33.
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I might also add the observation that this process of choice has seemed to

be most successful in those instances in which the planning is "adaptive" in intent and

in method. By this I mean to suggest that whether the task be establishing new organi-

zational structures or modifying old ones, the most successful results have been ob-

tained by the planners who have not viewed the future as some sort of fixed-end state

to be realized through a unitary set of means. Instead, they have viewed their policy

goals as "moving targets", and therefore they have created programs, organizations and

processes which have been designed to function with a high degree of sensitivity and

adaptability to complex and changing variables.

Since it is my own, I commend this bias to you as you begin your study of

educational coordination. I do so, in particular, because as an outsider it has always

seemed to me that professional educators never feel quite comfortable in beginning an

undertaking such as yours without first searching for (or imputing) something called

"principles", as in "the principles of state-wide coordination".

Now principles, of course, are extremely valuable possessions and, insofar

as they are clear, detailed, statements of policy (as contrasted with vague endorse-

ments of motherhood) they are essential to sound planning. The risk, as I have ob-

served it, however, is to expect that the principles contain within them a single set

of organizational or institutional means or that such can readily be deduced from them.

Ny warning, therefore, is that while goals may rule out from consideration

certain organizational means:

1. they usually admit a wide range, and often a changing set of

organizational means from among which choices must be made; and,

2. such choices must be informed by empirical research and not uerely

philosophical speculation of the Platonic sort.

In short, if you undertake your study of this conference topic with a healthy skepticism

about the likelihood of your finding any single set of organizational mechanisms for

achieving impraved coordination, your inquiry is likely to be wide ranging, and my hunch
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is that your final choices are likely to be rather more sound.

A second bias of mine might be summed up by suggesting that the dictum of

the great American architect, Lou:s Sullivan, ought to be followed by designers of

organizations, as well as by designers of buildings and cities. Sullivan's dictum is

that "form follows function."

This second bias is one which may have some utility to you as you begin your

consideration of the problem of educational coordination, because it suggests how you

might structure your enquiry.

This advise might be summed up by the admonitory warning that much of the

speculation already current in the State about the relative merits of "voluntary" and

If mandatory" coordination may be premature. For example, during our discussion with you

about how State-level guidance of the community college system ought to be organized,

our study team heard a number of proposals for various types of State-level "super

boards" of education. Others suggested specific mechanisms for voluntary coordination

of the community college and the higher educational systems. While all of these

specific proposals were interesting and many of them warrant subsequent study, it seemed

to us that most of them were not directly addressed to specific and well-defined problems.

The risk, as I see it, is that you may begin by taking a series of existing

institutional models for coordination, ones which have been tried or are being tried in

other states, and impose them on present and future educational needs in Washington

State. In saying this, I do not mean merely to repeat the cliche'that Washington's

problems are "unique" or "different", however true, in fact, this may prove to be.

Instead, I want to suggest that your enquiry should begin by a very careful identifi-

cation of the educational problems and needs for which more coordinated action is re-

quired. Not until you have done this admittedly difficult and probably controversial

part of the enquiry can you:

1. define the policies, programs, and functions which require greater co-

ordination, and,
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2. begin the joi; of designing the proced6tes and itititUtional medhanisms

for efisuring more effeCtive coordination.

If you structure your study of coordination in this sequence of steps, how-

ever, I belieVe you are likely to discover two things. First, you may develop an

extremely useful basis for comparing the relevance of the problems and the answers which

are being tried out elsewhete in the nation with the situation here in Washington. And,

there is the pOssibility (and not necessarily such a remote one) that you may come up

with sane answers which are innovattve not only with respect to Washington's needs, but

to thode of other states.

EXISTING PATTERNS OF COORDINATION: VOLUNTARY AND MANDATORY

I suggest this sequencing of your enquiry because a review of the published

literature on the coordination of higher education suggests that much of it is addressed

to a discussion of the relative experience and merits with three general types of co-

ordination mechanisms. These are:

1. The so-called voluntary arrangements in which public and sometimes

private institutions voluntarily associate to coordinate varying

aspects of their operations; and,

2. Another class which generally have been given the mandatory force c;

. law; which have resulted in the creation of official public coordination

agencies; and which often seem to have been imposed upon public insti-

tutions of higher education; and,

3. A small class of agencies which achieve coordination by virtue of their

powers to exercise unified line operating control over all public

institutions.

Among this literature, some of the books which I have found.most interesting

and suggestive are Logan Wilson's pierri Patterns in American Higher Education,

Lyman Glenny's Autonom? of Public Colleges, and T. R. &Connell's A General Pattern

for American Higher Education. Let me.also commend to'you an extremely thoughtful
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article by Dr. Algo Henderson in the fall issue of the Educational Record of the

American Council on Education.

From this literature, it is apparent that thoughtful and informed profes-

sional educators like Wilson, Glenny, McConnell, Henderson and Medsker are of the

opinion that: 1. no single set of existing institutional devices provides anything

more than a short-term general answer to the need for coordination; and, 2. no single

state has yet found a set of devices which are completely satisfying in terms of its

specific problems and needs. Many students, such as McConnell, observe that some form
I.

of coordination is "inescapable," and some have concluded, rather reluctantly it

would appear, that most of the existing forms of purely voluntary coordination between

heads of institutions have proved, or are proving, unsatisfactory, notably to state

legislatures.

Beyond these general conclusions, one gains two other impressions. The first

is that coordination of higher education, whether voluntary or mandatory, is of fairly

recent origin and that it is in a highly fluid and evolutionary state of development.

The second and, to me at least, perhaps more troubling impression is that there is no

great unanimity among professional educators or students of higher education abouti

a) the specific ends for which coordination is required; and b) the detailed processes

by which coordination should be achieved.

If these impressions are correct, then I think they suggest several obser-

vations about the structure and aims of your enquiry. The first I have already sug-

gested; namely, that you ought to view the experience and organizational "models" avail-

able in other states with some skepticism or, at least, in an extremely pragmatic and

1. T. R. McConnell, A General Pattern for Anerican Higher Education, MtGraw Hill
Bodk Company, Inc. 1962
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enquiring frame of mind. Second, and more important, howeverl I believe that your

enquiry must begin by a very careful identification and anaiysis of the educational

problems and needs in terms of which the coordination function is to be structured.

For whatever assistance it may be to you, I would like to devote the remainder

of my remarks to discussing a few of the problems and needs which are likely to be in-

cluded in your discussions during this conference and your subsequent study of co-

ordination. tly purpose is to suggest problem areas which are illustrative of the prob-

lem and goal definition task. Also, I want to indicate something about the approach

which I think you might take to this first, and perhaps most difficult portion of your

study.

I make no pretense that this discussion is in any way inclusive, or even very

systematic. We have not made any study of the coordination problem in Washingto,.., nor

have we conducted any sort of broad enquiry into the problems, resources and needs of

higher education in the State. What follows is a series of observations and questions

which have been suggested by our recent study of the State's community college system.

As a consequence, the way in which the problems are stated reflects rather directly iis

somewhat limited vantage point.

COORDINATED PLANNING

Your discussion might begin by looking ac the problem of educational planning.

Most of the literature on coordination, for example, suggests a general agree-

ment that "planning" comprises one of the educational functions which increasingly re-

quire coordination ir most states. Many of the examples cited in published studies sug-

gest that the term "planning", as one might suspect, is susceptible currently to widely

differing definitions. It seems to include a diverse collection of functions. These

range from the identification and specification of new institutional locations and

facilities all the way to rather detailed statement of educational goals, programs and

even curricula.
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I suspect that there is no good reason to suppose that the term "educational

planning" (if we mean by it a collection of discrete goals and processes rather than

a condition of abstract virtue) need comprise the same processes and procedures in

every state or even mean the same thing at successive stages in the development of a

complex set of educational systems within any one state. Nor does it seem to me that

n comprehensive" or "master plans", whether in educational or in urban planning, for

example, must aiitomatically indicate one document, a standard table of contents, or

even a single agency of authorship.

To affirm, therefore, that Washington lacks an educational "master plan" is

not likely to take us very far in defining what the goals and techniques of the edu-

cational planning processes should be. Nor is any general agreement about the desir-

ability of "master planning" likely to indicate, ipso facto, what kind of agency should

author such a plan, or even that such a plan or planning process must be the sole

responsibility of a single agency.

Among most educators, many laymen, and some public officials in the State of

Washington today, I believe there is a growing consensus that educational development

at all levels in the State is likely to be furthered by better educational planning and

more effective coordination of plans and planning processes. If our interviews during

the community college study are indicative, for example, there seems to be a growing

concern on the part of many legislators that current planning procedures do not identify

and relate the separate and distinct needs and resources which must be devoted to each

of the State's major educational systems -- colleges and universities, community col-

leges and common schools. In passing, let me add the observation that this concern was

voiced to our Arthur D. Ldttle, Inc. study team by many legislators who are enthusiastic

supporters of educational appropriations in the Legislature. Most of them, moreover,

define planning to mean a procedure for securing a more effective and coordinated al-

location of Enancial resources devoted to education and not merely as a means of re-

ducing the amount or rate of tax dollars expended on education. In brief, it is
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education's friends and legislative advocates who are calling for more effective and

more coordinated planning and not just the traditional opponents of increased public

expenditures.

What troubles me, however, is that as yet no one seems to have gotten down

to tackling the admittedly difficult job of giving detailed definition to the goals,

contents and methods of the plans and planning processes required. If planning merely

means that the State ought to try in some orderly fashion to anticipate its educational

needs and identify the "what", "when" and "where" of the resources which will be neces-

sary to meet them; then almost everyone can endorse the idea that planning is a good

thing. Indeed, at ;*his level of generalization, it's not too difficult to go on to

support more and better plans and better and more coordinated planning! Regretably,

however, such endorsemonts provide little concrete direction to an educational ad-

ministrator or to a legislative bill drafter.

At this point, / think you might reasonably object that I am merely confound-

ing, not enlightening, and that after all the job of the consultant is not to compound

problems, but to solve them! This is a reasonable observation, but since I have not

done the research you propose to initiate, the best I can Jo is to suggest, somewhat

gratuitously, no doubt, how you might go about your study. Let me sugge5t, therefore,

that you begin by merely cataloguing all of the defects and inadequacies which you see

in current educational planning in the State.

If our recent discussions with you over the la:t months are a good sample,

I think that you may be amazed at how long and interesting that list will be and how

quickly you can do that job. Reviewing merely a few of our interview notes in prepa-

ration for this meeting, I was impressed at the really extensive and on the whole

thoughtful catalogue of problems which we collected through the interviews with you

which we conducted in our community college study. I can scarcely begin even to list

the many planning problems and issues which you suggested to us. But in case you have

forgotten what you told us, let me list only several of them. First is the matter of

numbers.
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- You seem to believe that good planning must begin with 1. good forecasts

about how many and what type of people will be seeking education in the State during

the years ahead; and 2. with forecasts about what types of education and educational

institutions they will be seeking. I would also judge that you are almost unanimous

in your view that the existing stock of forecast data that you have to work with is not

adequate in quaiity and type.

One item I think you will find on your list, therefore, will be the need for

better logistical data about the extent and character of the demand for education in

the State in the years ahead. A closely related item doubtless will be the need for

improved coordination of these forecasts and the forecasting processes so that planning

for college and university enrollments, community college populations, and common

school enrollments will be based upon the similar assumptions about what's ahead for

the population and economy of this State.

Going to a very different and rather more complex issue, let me suggest that

you also add to your list the planning problems and needs which can be identified

through case studies of recent educational planning decisions. In looking at these

recent examples of educational planning decisions, you ought to ask, not how good a

jnh was done, or wag the decision the right one, but rather:

1. how the specific planning decision impacts other sectors of the

educational system;

2. how effectively were these other impacts identified and considered

in the planning process; and

3. could organizational and procedural changes have ensured a greater

sensitivity to such issues in the planning process?

Let me illustrate what I mean by citing the example of what I personally

regard as a very successful planning decision. I refer to the work of the Temporary

Advisory Council on Public Higher Education in selecting a location for the State's
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next four-year baccalaureate institution. I indicate my own endorsement of the

Council's decision merely as a means of suggesting to you that your case study re-

search ought to extend to some of the planning decisions which you endorse and not

merely to those you regret. The "right" decisions viewed as case studies can some-

times be more instructive than a study of those we regard as "wrong" because in put-

ting under the microscope what we endorse, we have the chance to examine our own

motives and limitations in action, rather than the more easily observable defects of

those with whom we disagLee.

While I believe that the Council used sound procedures to arrive at a

sensible locational decision, I think your study of this case in planning may raise

some useful questions.

Isn't Washingtcn going to need a number of new institutions of

higher education over the next decade or so, and should these planning

decisions be the work of a temporary group or a permanent one?

. Was there any available plan for the development of community colleges

which provided the data necessary for the Temporary Council to

determine how its alternative sites wouLd affect existing or future

community college enrollments?

When you plan for a new four-year college; mho determines what it ought

to do and who it ought to serve? Should colleges serve geographical

areas and should all colleges provide a standard educational offering

to a certain population group; or should they be planned to serve

certain types of educational demands? How is the service area of a

new institution to be delineated in each instance? What do you need

to know to make these choices? Who should make them?

. What data is required to define and decide the question of the edu-

cational mission, role, or "market" of a new institution of higher
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learning? Who should make these decisions? The institution itself;

all of the existtng institutions of higher education; a State Board

of some sort, and if so, who should sit on it?

If some of these questions sound editorial in tone, the message is quite

int.Ant-ional! In my view, when we talk of planning, we are talking of matters of value

and choice, and we are squarely in the decision-making process, no matter how much we

may want to rationalize or complain that planning is merely a staff and not a line

function.

I believe that the Temporary Council made the rig:sr.. decision. I doubt,

however, that they felt that they had the data necessary to make all of the decisions

they confronted. And, I am not sure that all of the parties-in-interest, the people

who will be impacted by the new college, were in there with definitive advice or were

even "coordinating" with the Council during the planning process.

INSTITUTIONAL MISSIONS: DEFINING THE DIVISION OF LABOR IN HIGHER EDUCATION

A case study like this is likely to suggest and anticipate a lot of the

questions which a more logical outline would identify in a different order or treat

in a different dimension. Among the host of questions about haw to plan which are

likely to emerge from any case study like the one I have just suggested, hawever, are

questions about educational and institutional goals.

Stated in its most obvious form, this problem can best be summarized in a

series of questions:

1. Wbat are the distinctive educational missions of the State of Washivg-

ton's five existing institutions of higher learning?

2. What definable educational needs or "markets" do they serve?

What evidence do we have to define the educational "markets" they

should serve in the future? What measures can be applied to determine

their effectiveness in serving existing "markets"?
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3. Who should determine what institutions play what roles and what

evidence will be required to make such denisions?

I believe that with more time than I have had, you will be able to formulate

a series of logical and thoughtful ways of arranging some meaningful answers to the

question of haw the missions, "markets", and roles of the institutions of higher edu-

cation should be defined. In the role of a layman, however, I want to assure you that

these questions do indeed pose a number of imponderables.

If your Chairman had allowed you a question period after my remarks, I am

sure that you would have every reason to ask me:

Do you, as a management consultant, know any way of answering in neat,

tidy, and quantifiable fashion, the question of what should each of the

Washington State's institutions of higher education teach, and what

"markets" they should serve?

But because your Chairman knows me so well, he knows that I will not give

you any satisfying answers to these questions because as an organizational consultant,

I cannot. Let me explain why. My belief is that these, in part at least, are questions

of value and choice, not merely questions of fact and quantification. Devising edu-

cational goals and coordinating educational efforts involve matters of values. This

requires making difficult choices between competing goals and alternatives. If this

is the case, then it seems to me that those best prepared to take the lead in identify-

ing the alternative goals and values are you -- the professional educators, the ad-

ministrators, and teachers in Washington's system of higher education.

You, who are most intimately and continuously involved in the educational

enterprise, it seems to me, must take the initiative in defining what coordination must

do, how it must operate, and how the imponderables I've referred to earlier, must be

resolved.
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however, I think that you-might reasOnably reply that these decisians are

impossible and Since they are, getting them 0111 take more time. Let rhe end, therefore,

on an apocalyptic note. Earlier I have suggested that the published literature is hot

likely to suggest many conclusive definitions of what you ought to do in coordination

of higher education or how you ought to do it. But what the literature does suggest

to Me, as i hope it has suggestd to yoU, is that something must be done. As T. R.

McConnell has suggested, coordidation is "inescapable". Your review of Legislative

opinion in this state is likely to validate our view that the matter of coordination

in Washington .today is not one of "if", but of "when" and "how".

While I am willing to concede as a layman that many of these issues of

what should be taught, "when", "where", and "how", and at what cost, and by whom,

strike me as difficult to define and to quantify, I think that the demand to define

answers to them is inescapable; particularly in view of the experience in other states.

The challenge of coordination, therefore, is whether you will be "passive observers"

or "active participants" in the job of confronting and getting working definitions of

these imponderables.

My own view is that educators, rather than laymen, must take the lead in de-

fining the issues and finding the answers to the values and problems posed by coordin-

ation. If you shrink from this task, however, let me assure you that others will do

the organizational carpentry, whether that requires cutting timber or the patient.

In suggesting this, I certainly do not ra, .n to suggest that your leadership

in this matter will ensure that your remedies will be accepted without serious question

or cont.:1dt. For example, the literature suggests that when educators, particularly the

heads of collages and universities, have decided to adopt more effective voluntary co-

ordination merely as a tactical defense against imposed remedies, neither the rationale

of their actions nor the results have proved widely persuasive.
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Today in Washington, giving definition to the task and the means by which

coordination should be structured and accomplished, requires confronting some tough

questions. In these remarks, I have touched upon only a few of these questions. Others

exist, and I merely mention a few of them to indicate the dimensions of the task mbich

confronts you:

1. How should State financial support for higher education be budgeted

and allocated? How can legislators and the public be assured that

budget requests represent anything more than a tactical agreement

arrived at between competing institutions?

2. Can political competition between individual educational institutions

and institutional systems in the state colleges and universities,

community colleges, and common schools, be avoided through some "super

board", or are supervisory and consultative.rather than regulatory

agencies a better solution to competitive power struggles?

3. How can supervision, coordination and control be structured so as to

avoid the manifest problenm of lock-step uniformity, over-regulation,

and bureaucratic timidity? Should a system of coordination be aimed

more toward saving money, preventing mistakes and avoiding waste, or

toward encouraging experimentation and stimulating innovation?

4. What are the functional interrelationships -- actual and desirable --

wbich should univacommon schools, community colleges, and colleges and

universities? In what particular respects and at what specific points

are these systems interdependent and in need of coordination and

articulation? Can you define "coordination" and "articulation': in

terms which will be intelligible to those who are not professional

educators? Can you assign economic values of cost and effectiveness

to the results of improved "coordination"?
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CONCLUSION

There are countless other questions which will appear on your list and which

should constitute the basic point of departure of your study of coordination. I would

not define them here today even if I had the time, because, as I have indicatd earlier

in my remarks, I think the matter of problem definition is an integral part, not merely

of the research task, but also of the leadership function which you must perform in

confronting the coordination issue.

I hope today that I have been able to suggest to you not merely what a dif-

ficult and complex task lies before you, but also to suggest something about the mode

and approach which your study of this complex problem might take. While your Chairman

charged me to raise many problems and settle none, I think you ought not to be dis-

couraged as you undertake this task. While the experience in other states may not pro-

vide any very useful models for the solutions you will be called upon to construct, this

very situation suggests the considerable promise which can ie.esult from your work. Be-

cause these models are not very satisfactory, I think Washington has a great opportunity

to make a substantial contribution, not merely to the solution of its own problems, but

to the resolution of this continuing problem in other states.

Having gotten to know you as we have through the course of our community

college study, I have come to place a high estimate on your capacity for confronting

difficult problems and finding innovative solutions to them. the climate of public

opinion with respect to higher education in Washington seems to me to be positive and

indeed enthusiastic. With this great resource and with your own willingness to in-

novate and experiment, I think the outlook for improved and effective coordiration of

higher education in WavIhington during the next decade is extremely promising.

011067
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Although it would be comforting to attribute the independence enjoyed historically

by most American colleges and universities to a popular appreciation of the virtues

of institutional autonomy, me may as well acknowledge that this independence has been

in part a reflection of public indifference to higher education. At the turn of the

century, few persons went to college (about four percent of the college-age group),

and until the last decade many campuses were ivy-covered enclaves of the surrounding

society. Wide latitude was permitted in the establishment, support and control of

institutions; local independence in decision-making was the rule. Academic matters

seldom became political issues, and usually institutions were left relatively free

to determine their own role and scope.

As a result of academic conservatism9 the average college or university changed

very slowly in character end grew mainly by gradual accretion. Nobody thought much

about coordinating the efforts of different institutions, and long-range planning

was virtually unknown. The diversification, decentralization, and institutional

autonomy achieved under these circumstances are now widely held to be unique strengths

of Anmxican higher education.

Recently we have become more aware of the weaknesses that exist alongside the

strengths; unplanned diversification is being called into question as a model for

further developments. As higher education becomes more complicated and expensive,

pressures for expansion and improvement are often attended by demands for improved

efficiency and effectiveness. Although we still pride ourselves on theocultural

pluralism of our free society and on the autonomy of our intellectual institutions,

thc growing importance, cost, and interdependence of educational agencies are forces

that compel changes in the tradition.
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Higher educations in brief, has become too crucial to the general welfare for

its a6VeloOmetit to be left entirely in local hands. Many of the urgent issues and

problems canhoi be dealt with adequately by individual institutions acting uni-

--laterally, and piecemeal approaches do not yield satisfactory patterns. With the

growing collectivism of modern life, more and more decisions and actions affecting

the Predent afid future of higher education are being transferred from the private to

the pUblic arena, and from the local to the state or national level.

One evidence of this trend has been the widespread formation in recent years of

state-wide boards, commissions, or councils designed to give policy direction to

publie higher education. In our kind of society, the emergence of such.agenties has

been inevitable and in many respects desirable, but we should not blink the fact that

such agencies often reduce the authority of the boards, administrators, and faculties

of individual institutions. Considering the tendency of many academics to resist the

centralization of educational authority, and to scrutinize relentlessly the actions

of institutional trustees and administrators, it is indeed astonishing how quiet they

have been about this drastic reorganization that has taken place in the governance of

public highereducation since World War II.

The trend toward state-wide coordinatica has been gaining momentum since the early

1950's, but when the American Council on Education chose "Autonomy and Interdependence:

Emerging Systems in Higher Education" as the theme of its 1964 annual meeting, we

were hard put to identify more than a handful of individuals who had systematically

examined this important subject. As some of you know, Moos, Rourke, Glenny, Brumbaugh,

Chambers, McConnell, and a few other writers were the only commentators who had paid

much attention to the movement. One outcome of the Council's 1964 meeting, I might

add, was the book I edited, Egargim Patterns in American Higher Education, and I

shall have more to say later about other studies.
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Although the drive for coordination has only recently become widespread, a

framework for the state-wide regulation of higher education was established by New

York State in 1784; moreover, consolidated governing boards have long been in exist-

ence: Nevada, Montana, and South Dakota each had a state governing board before the

turn of the century. Similarly eleven etates established the single governing board

arrangement between 1900 and 1945. Since 1951, however, the trend has been entirely

toward unified coordination rather than unified direct governance.

The flux of change, confusions of definition, and other factors make it difficult

to describe precisely the present status of coordination in American higher education,

and it is hazardous to be too categorical, but, according to the best information

available, the following statements appear tc be correct. Since Wyoming, Alaska, and

Hawaii have only a single senior-grade public institution within their borders, they

presumably have no problem of coordination. States which are reported to have no

single agency for coordinating or directing higher education are Alabama, Delaware,

Louisiana, Maine, Nebraska, New Jersey, Tennessee, and Vermont, but I know that in

several of these states the matter is under consideration.

Although state coordination of higher education had not been the subject of much

inquiry prior to 1964, the deficiency is being remedied. The Public Affairs Research

Council of Louisiana recently published a comprehensive survey, Coordination and

Plannina, that is mostly descriptive in nature. The American Council on Education is

currently making a study that has analytical and evaluative emphasis, under the di-

rection of a California political scientist, Dr. Robert Berdahl. Our inquiry employs

a fivefold classification of existing arrangements. It categorizes the New York scheme,

which is unique, as a governing-coordinating board. According to Berdahl's findings,

the second category -- the single governing board arrangement -- exists in the follow-

ing states: Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, Montana,

Nevada, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island, and South Dakota. A

division within the State Board of Education has some responsibilities for higher

education in Michigan and Pennsylvania. There is now scale form of coordinating
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council, board, or commission, as they are variously desi3nated, in effect in these

states: Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland,

Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma, New Kexico, North Carolina, South
-

Carolina, texas, Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Only three states now have voluntary

associations performing coordinating functions: Indiana, West Virginia, and -- as

all of you know -- your own State of Washington.

In another survey of the subject, J. G. Paltridge, of the Berkeley Center for

Research and Development in Higher Education, has noted three main trends in recent

years. First, voluntary coordination is giving way to legally established agencies,

as exemplified in such states as Colorado, Ohio, and Michigan. Second, coordinating

agencies which had only limited regulatory powers are being given broader authority,

as may be seen in Ngw Maxico and Texas; those groups which hitherto were largely

advisory, as in. Wisconsin, are becoming more regulatory. Third, organizations whose

controlling boards have been composed of institutional representatives are being

transformed (for example, in Kentucky and Maryland) into boards composed of lay mem-

bers representing the general public; a variation of this trend consists of adding

more noninstitutional representatives and placing institutional members in nonvoting

roles.

From what I have read and heard about the Council of Presidents here in the State

of Washington, I judge that it has performed the coordinating function well enough

to forestall pressures to establish a more formal mechanism with legislatively speci-

fied authority, but the trend throughout most of the nation is clearly in another

direction. Moreover, to quote from a brochure which your Council issued in 1964,

"The State of Washington, in terms of the present distribution of types of public

institutions for post-high school education, has a happier inheritance than many

states." I also understand from President Odegaard's recent annual report that con-

siderable agreement exists about the need to establish a fourth state college and to

have "a separate system of community colleges organized within 20 districts so defined

geographically as to bring community college educational opportunities within a
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convenient distance of the population in all parts of the state." In passing, I

would comment that you Washingtonians seem to be able to achieve through cooperation

and voluntary association what is aocomplished only under political mandate in many

other states!

As the Pliner survey for the Public Affairs Research Council of Louisiana points

out, most states with coordinating agencies have aegis over all public colleges and

universities, though some have separate jurisdictions for junior colleges, and a few

draw private institutions into planning and other special activities. A number of

states are still undecided about how to draw community colleges and private institutions

into unified planning and coordination. It should be noted, however, that the Federal

Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 requires every state to have a single agency

to determine building construction priorities among all eligible institutions, private

as well as public.

In most states, the coordinating boards for public higher education are appointed

by the governor, with the consent of the senate, and are intended to represent the

general public rather than individual institutions. Such boards range in size from

seven to eighteen members, mho serve staggered terms of office varying from four to

fifteen years, and who typically meet once a month. They usually elect their awn

officers, name their committees, and employ their own professional staffs. These

staffs range in size from one to twenty.

In the study which the American Council on Education has under way, me shall

inquire into the qualifications of board members, their power and prestige in compari-

son with those of board members for individual institutions, the problems they en-

counter in staff recruitment, the professional backgrounds of staff members, and

many other matters relating to the functioning of these agencies.

The functions of commissions or coordinating boards characteristically involve

analysis of institituional budgets for construction, operational cost studies, the

development of accounting codes and of uniform policies and procedures, and similar

matters. In recent years, these agencies have engaged more intensively in master
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planning. Such planning entails giving attention to the role and scope of existing

institutions, developing criteria for the establishment of new branches and new

institutions, and furthering the more efficient use of staff and facilities. Many

of the boards not only set priorities for new buildings but also must approm all

construction plans. In addition, they review budget requests, and make recommendations

to the governor and the legislature. Some have devised formula approaches which all

institutions must adhere to in their presentations to the legislature.

As to programs, virtually all of the boards have authority to approve requests

for new programs and to recommend elimination in cases of unnecessary duplications

among existing programs. In fact, I know of one state where the commission even has

the authority ta veto individual course offerings. In most places, however, the

programmatic focus is not on the details of a particular curriculum, but on high-

cost areas such as graduate and professional work where an undue proliferation of

programs results in both waste and mediocrity. Some of the commissions or boards also

make recommendations about policies regarding faculty and students.

These coordinating agencies, I want to observe, have negattve as well as positive

reasons for being. Some years ago I was a university president in a large state which

had eighteen or twenty degree-granting public colleges and universities. The program-

matic duplication among them and the competition for increased funds had become so

acute that the legislature placed a ban on all new academic programs. True, there

had been a Council of State College Presidents for some years, but their main purpose

was to uphold a tacit agreement not to cut one another's throats in institutional hear-

ings before legislative appropriations committees. Seldom if ever did they discuss a

voluntary approach to a more sensible division of academic labor among their insti-

tutions. To make a long story short, the legislature established a Commission on

Higher Education to do for the institutions what they were either unable or unwilling

to do for themselves.

This episode, I suspect, illustrates the negative side of the story in a number of

other states. Prior to the development of systematic coordination, most states simply
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had congeries of institutions, some of which were indiscriminately established,

inadequately maintained, and poorly directed insofar as serving the best public interest

was concerned. With institutional rivalry rather than careful attention to real needs

behind some of the seemingly endless vertical and horizontal expansion of local en-

deavors, it is no wonder that the rich diversity of the education enterprise was often

displaced by a poor divisiveness. Instttutional autonomy run rampant not only in-

creased unnecessarily the price of public higher education but also reduced its over-

all effectiveness. When rapid population growth and other factors added to the spiral

of rising costs, it became obvious in many states that a coordinating mechanism had to

be developed. Moreover, governors and legislatures increasingly felt the need for a

buffer between themselves and the pressures generated by junior colleges wanting to

become four-year institutions, of senior colleges wanting to change into universities,

and of universities wanting to expand ad infinitum.

But this is by no means the whole story; fortunately, there are many positive

reasons for the growth of coordinating agencies. On all sides there has been increased

awareness of the need to distribute funds equitably among existing institutions, and

to have an orderly plan for their expansion and for the establishment of new insti-

tutions. An agency that reviews programs and budgets can be viewed constructively as a

means for implementing goals rather than as a device for keeping costs down. The less

affluent as well as the more affluent states are now sold on the importance of edu-

cation as an investment and on the advantages of central planning. Boards or councils

specifically charged with responsibility for public higher education can usually do a

better job of dealing with complex problems than can governors and legislatures, who

must cope with the whole spectrum of public problems.

There is no single type of agency, of course, which is equally well suited to the

needs of all fifty states. The scheme which works effectively in a state with just a

few public colleges and universities might be inappropriate, even harmful to a state

with dozens of institutions. Traditions as well as present circumstances must be

considered. Although T. R. McConnell has concluded that the voluntary or informal
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arrangement has lost its viability almost everywhere, it still seems to function

successfully here in Washington. Certain states, as I have mentioned, have succes-

sively tried different arrangements, and as yet are not satisfied, The California

scheme, widely rezarded as a carefully worked-out prototype, is now under fire within

44.^Alig1.14G 01.112.4= LLOClio

En the fall issue of the Council's journal, The Educational Record, Algo D.

Henderson, in a critique of state planning and coordination points out that central

coordination is one thing and central operation another. The real test of coordination,

he contends, is effectiveness in achieving goals rather than economy in using funds.

Confonmity and mediocrity often go hand in hand, and the first public concern should

be not with distributing limited funds but with assuring that there be adequate funds

to achieve those goals on which high values are placed,

Moos and Rourke, in their book The Campus and the State, pointed out in 1959 that

colleges and universities are not analogous in most respects to other state agencies.

There is an efficiency in allowing freedom to professional workers and other engaged

in the higher learning, and permissiveness rather than authoritarianism is the ap-

propriate scheme of governance. It should be remembered, furthermore, that educators

themselves have developed regulatory mechanisms and coordinating devices through

voluntary associations of individuals and institutions, accrediting agencies, consortia,

and various other means.

We need look only at the rebuffs encountered occasionally by the organized medi-

cal profession as well as by trade unions to realize, however, that our society's

tolerance for syndicalism is limited. In a political democra is inevitable that

basic problems having to do with the support and control of public higher education --

and, increasingly, of private also -- should become political issues. Over-all state

needs necessarily must have priority over the needs and desires of individual insti-

tutions. Some of the most critical problems today are inter- rather than intra-

institutional, and politically appointed or elected officials need objective as well

as expert advice in the search for solutions. The periodic budgetary requests from



individual institutions no longer constitute adequate guidelines for higher education

to expand and improve aver the next year or two, much less the next decade LT: two.

The long view must be substituted for the annual and the biennial view.

For these and other reasons :tt is clear why the power structure of higher edu-

cation has been changing rapidly in most states. A unified view of state-wide needs

and plans to meet these needs are essential. With greatly increased funding demands,

it is unrealistic to maintain that institutions of higher education should somehow

be exempt from the tests of efficiency and effectiveness applied to other human enter-

prises. It is unrealistic also for professional educators to expect that intensified

public interest in higher education will not be accompanied by a desire to participate

at least indirectly in the critical decisions about its present and future. This groping

for new forms of public agencies reflects, it seems to me, a healthy awareness of what

is at stake. Before we rigidify existing arrangements or too hastily create new ones,

however, I think we educators and the general public need to ask and answer some basic

questions. I have mentioned same of them on other occasions, and I shall repeat a few

here:

First, ulthin a state, a region, or the nation, what kinds of decisions are best

made by local authority and what kinds by central authority? What are the gains and

losses each way? How much of our traditional autonomy must me discard to become more

efficient and effective?

Second, to what extent does enlarged public control of higher education inevitably

entail more political and less academic participation in planning and conducting the

total enterprise?

Third, will the increased use of state-wide governing and coordinating bodies

result in a more rational approach to the growing problems of support and control?

What are the undesirable effects on individual institutions? How can they be minimized?

What are the desirable effects? Are trends tending to politicize decisions which ought

to be made by professionals? Should the executive officers of these state-wide agencies

function as chancellors of systems or as secretaries of the agencies appointing them?
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What role should private colleges and universities play in developing state-wide plans

and policies and in achieving common educational goals? What role should community

colleges play?

Fourth, what can be done to strengthen the leadership of professional educators?

Granting that fundamental questions of educational policy are now being answered with

little objective information, what kinds of objectiim knowledge do me need to correct

this deficiency?

I do not claim to have the answers to all these questions, nor do I think anybody

else has, and I would be the first to acknowledge that we cannot delay further action

until we know precisely where we want to go and how to get there in American higner

education. Even so, I would emphasize that we should not plunge heedlessly into the

frenetic activity.of developing state-wide systems and state schemes to allocate

Federal funds, implementing the recommendations of anonymous task forces or bolstering

interstate compacts and a multitude of other arrangements which, superimposed on those

we already have, may confuse rather than clarify the decision-making process in higher

education. I firmly believe that institutional independence must necessarily give way

to new forms of interdependence but as we devise these new forms I think it is a

serious mistake to bypass and undermine the recognized leadership of American higher

education.

I am concerned about any move which in effect displaces the most experienced

institutional leaders (including those on the faculty) and relegates them to the role

of mere observers in public policy formation. Issues in higher education are too vital

a concern of the public at large to be settled by professional educators alone, of

course; yet it would be the height of folly to remove front-line leaders from the fore-

ground of decision making and replace them with politically constituced committees, com-

missions, and other agencies remote from the real scenes of action. Moreover, I think

me need to be cautious about the possibilities of developing central bureaucracies --

in either our state capitals or the national capital -- that would be prone to claim

superior wisdom about what ought to be done to and for our colleges and universities.
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With regard to these concerns, I refer again to the study of state-wide systems

which the American Council on Education is noa undertaking. In our inquiry we expect

to go into a selected group of states and we hope to gather firsthand evidence on such

matters as: the adequacy of enabling legislation; the quality of planning; the quality

and adequacy of agency staff; the ability of states to increase their support for

higher education; institutions flexibility and openness to experimentation; the re-

actions of administrators, faculties, and students; the degree of insulation from

political intervention; effectiveness in increasing accessibility and imprnving quality

of programs. We are giving Dr. Berdahl and those working with him complete freedom to

get at the facts, analyze them objectively, and evaluate them candidly. We are well

aware in advance, of course, that since one man's meat may be another man's poison, the

reactions we shall encounter will be diverse. We hope to have the study completed by

the end of 1967.

In conclusion, let ma say that I am pleased that you invited me from the other side

of the United States to discuss with you an important subject, and one which you rather

than I chose. Your choice was a timely one, and I hope that my remarks have thrown

light on some issues which should be of vital concern to everybody wbo cares about the

present and future of higher education. It is fortunate that your educational leaders

here in the State of Washington heve already done a lot of thinking about coordination

and are now at work on plans for further development in this forward-looking state.

You are to be congratulated for your past accomplishments and for your progressive

outlook.

A 4,V.IlenorY.-6.4.04*4,00
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Introduction

my assignment in concluding this Conference is threefold: (1) to r.2te impli-

cations of the highlights of conference addresses and discussions, (2) to indicate

important issues not covered by other sessions, and (3) to present points considered

important to junior college coordination. Within the limited time of this session,

the task seems nearly impossible.

Conference Summary

If / had ta summarize in a telegram what we've said in two days, it would be:

1Washington is different. Voluntary coordination works wonderfully here. We are

happy. Go away and let us forget about coordination."

As I perceive it, we've had a stimulating academic discussion without really

coming to grips with the critical issues. I'm not sure that I know, or that you

know, what your position is, or may become, on any of the major issues of coordination.

A consultant soon learns that he sees and hears only those things his client

wants him to see and hear. So consultants learn to sniff. As I sniffed around in

all your sessions, I asked myself, "If all is working so well in Washington under

vcauntary coordination, why is a statewide conference needed on the topic of coordina-

tion in higher education?" I concluded that in spite of your line of chatter, you

know vaguely that you have a problem. You hope the problem will go away. At least

you hope you won't have to take any action until the problem reaches more critical

proportions.
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In his keynote address, Warren Deem gave you excellent advice when he told you

to define the issues of coordination as they apply to Washington and then to structure

your study accordingly. He emphasized that you will be unable to find a single

sollItion to coordination because you always will be shooting at a moving target.

Consequently, no matter how ably you decide now what you want to do, you'll find five

years from now that your problems have changed. You must plan to he adaptable.

Deem further advised you not to select an existing model as a solution to

your problems without first measuring its fit to the solutions you seek. He urged

you to begin by categorizing defects which you want to correct, and to ask in each

case if coordination could correct them.

"The cooperative action solution is not one that will work forever," Deem

warned. He offered the opinion that involved questions of choice which will c-Jme

to a coordinating agency are better handled by members of the profession. Deem

closed by asserting that the climate of public opinion regarding issues in higher

education is positive. I thought he inferred that this was a wholesome sign.

In the panel session moderated by Senator sandison, we heard the views of

leaders outside the profession. Mr. Strewn said, "With or without coordination,

costs of higher education will be high." He emphasized that everyone sees the need

for coordination, but opinions differ with respect to uho should coordinate what,

and how. He emphasized that coordination won't solve the cost problem, and said,

"Let's be cautl-- about a superboard."

Senator Neill placed the issue squarely before us when he said, "The solution

we seek is how to get more service for less cost." He warned that we can't afford

duplication, but he urged us not to embark on forced coordination before we'd given

voluntary coordination a better trial.
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Representative Brouillet cautioned us that federal programs were creating a

need for coordination. Mr. Mitchell then urged the formation of a strong regulatory

agency because it could save millions of dollars. Bk. King, in delightful style,

noted that "As we centralize, we deprive ourselves of the opportunity for involve-

ment," and he advised us about the complexity of cost determination.

The panel represented a good cross-section of the views now held about coordi-

nation. They underscored Mr. Deem's earlier remarks when he observed, "Education's

friends are calling for planning, if not for coordination." The panel made it clear

that we must not ask "if," but "when" and "how."

Next I observed an example of coordination failure in the Conference. Let me

briefly interject a report on this case study. Following good coordination pro-

cedure, Wayne Hall had carefully distributed discussion questions to each group.

However, I found none of the groups using Dr. Hall's questions because everyone had

been carried away by Warren Deem's advice to formulate questions of their own. If

Mx. Deem can be that convincing in an hour's address, what will be the effect of

Dr. Odegaard's persuasion when he gets a chance to influence your views?

After a delightfully humorous introduction of banquet guests by Dr. Joe Chandler,

Dr. Logan Wilson gave his address in which he stated, "Higher Education has become

too crucial to the general welfare for its development to be left entirely in local

hands." Dr. Wilson noted that there has been a shift from voluntary to legislated

coordination, and from liaison to regulation. Dr. Wilson listed the regulatory

powers of master boards. These powers have frightening implications. He also listed

many reasons for coordination, stated that we cannot wait until we know what to do,

but cautioned us against developing unnecessary bureaucracy. Dr. Wilson concluded

by reviewing the current ACE study of the effectiveness of existing boards.
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A new day started with Dr. Giles' late-train panel. President Mortvedt under-

scored the need for coordination and pleaded for scholarships for students attending

private colleges. Mr. Kramer told us a lot about vocational education, emphasizing

that the real differences between vocational and other education are not basic. He

stated his belief that the major issue was the press toward fragmentation, and he

pleaded for more "togetherness."

Dr. Halwas reminded us of the meaning of "co" in "coordination." Be noted that

participation among equals is important, listing faculty, trustees, administrators

and legislators as essential cooperating groups. Vice-President Thieme then told

us that the league in which the University played was a national league, and that

much of the activity of the University lies outside the scope of review of a state-

level coordinating agency. Dr. Thieme pointed out that he would rather see the

highway progiam reviewed than the higher education program.

Mrs. McPherson identified transferability of courses and teacher load as examples

of topics appropriate for review by a superboard. She pointed out, however, that such

topics as assistance with the unique teaching problems associated with terminal

students is better provided through interdisciplinary conferences. Dr. Steward con-

cluded the panel with a statement of his belief that, "Our present way is the best

way to meet the challenges ahead."

Activity in the morning discussion groups hasi changed direction avernight. Dis-

cusHon was moving ahead full-thrott_e, perhaps to make up for time lost by Dr. Giles'

late train. The groups had stopped making lists for Mk. Deem and were talking about

how a superboard might find solutions to major problems. Several delegates requested

opportunity for instructor exchanges among the segments of higher education, and others

pleaded for opportunity for inter- and intra-disciplinary discussion among represent-

atives of all segments of higher education. This observation is being passed on to
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the Directors of AHE with the comment that there is an important role for the Associ-

ation whether or not Washington adopts a superboard. Several groups asserted that the

University does not have the right to set policy independently of other segments.

A number of examples were cited to illustrate that University policy change may create

hardships for other institutions. In general, the groups acknowledged the difficulty

of a superboard being able to reduce "irritant cases," and seemed to agree that before

anyone could decide wisely whether he favored coordination by a superboard, we would

need a clear definition of the proposed board's responsibility and role.

In concluding this brief review of conference proceedings, I would observe that

more understanding will probably be carried home from the discussion groups than

from the speakers and panels. There was a very active participation in the discussion

groups, and the conference organizers are to be complimented on making these arrange-

ments. I believe participants are leaving the conference with clearer views of the

issues than they had when they arrived.

Conference Gaps

The second portion of my assignment is to identify gaps in what has been dis-

cussed during the Conference, and to add additional points for consideration.

For someone from another state to try to guess in advance of the Conference what

needs to be said is hazardous. After Mr. Deem's keynote address, I discarded my check.-

list because he had presented the major issues vividly. I would like to enlarge on

only three points.

Let me first call your attention to the matter of definitions. I thought the

Conference at different times talked about coordination in different settings and

at different levels almost interchangeably without always identifying the setting or

the level of reference. I believe it is appropriate to coordinate some things at

one level, but inappropriate to coordinate these same things at another level. There

ovt, '
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are three common levels of coordination. Each appropriately has some distinct res-

ponsibilities, but each also overlaps the other to a confusing degree. The levels

are: (1) a statewide superboard or coordinating council at the top, clearly sepa-

rated from the statewide boards which govern the several segments of higher education;

(2) separate statewide boards for the governance of each segment of higher education:

junior colleg_s, state colleges and universities; and (3) local boards or advisory

committees, one for each institution of higher education in the state.

I would judge that many conference participants were trying to project their

knowledge about local board operation to the other two categories. Such projection

will not accommodate the significant differences which exist between the responsibili-

ties and operation of local boards and the responsibilities and operation of statekide

boards. I sense that conference delegates felt comfortable in discussing local board

responsibilities, they were ready to discuss separate statewide boards for each seg-

ment of higher education, but they were fearful of a superboard. As Washington's

system of higher education grows in complexity, some control organized at all three

levels seems almost inevitable. To clarify this view, my next remarks will deal

primarily with the superboard. What I will say about this board will in many ways

differ from what I imuld say if I mere talking about the proposed new statewide

junior college board.

California has a statewide Coordinating Council for Higher Education, now almost

ten years old. I judge it to be effective. True, its first few years were hectic,

but more recently it has demonstrated a willingness to tackle problems which are

beyond solution by any one segment of higher education alone. The research being

conducted by the Council is creditable. Before you close your mind to the merits of

a statewide superboard, I would urge you to study carefully the progress and accomplish-

ments of the California Council, and to ask yourselves in what other way these

responsibilities of coordination could be better handlea.



With reference to a superboard, then, my first remark would be an assertion that

increased state-level coordination and/or control of higher education is inevitable

as systems of higher education increase in number and size.

This bald assertion may come as a shock to you, follawing as it does some of

my earlier commentary on the remarks of other speakers. I think Mr. Decm's address

pointed to a similar conclusion. Please note that I said "coordination and/or

control." Later I'm going to urge coordination ratIter than control, perhaps more

hopefully than realistically.

Let me summarize briefly the logic which leads to my assertion that increased

statewide coordination is inevitable. It is axiomatic that increased enrollments

in higher education are assured. Increased costs automatically follow enrollment

increases. Superimposed upon these two factors is a rapidly-changing society requir-

ing and demanding diversified educational programs and diverse educational institu-

tions to provide these programs. Expansion of numbers and kinds of institutions can-

not be left to chance or to political manipulation.

Legislation or a superboard mandate, or both, will be required to obtain equal

access to higher education for all segments of our society. A single kind of insti-

tution cannot carry the full load of educational responsibility. When different kinds

of institutions are established, competition follows. In your Conference, you spoke

approvingly of the way you decided upon the location of a new state college. But

under your present organization, could you have decided equally well upon the question

had it involved establishing a dozen or more new institutions -- what kinds, which

first, when and where? It was such a circumstance that lead to establishing the Co-

ordinating Council in California. In that state, bills for the establishment of many

new institutions were introduced in one session of the legislature.. A state masterplan

which had established priorities did not yet exist. Legislators agreed, "If you vote
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for my college, I'll vote for yours." Higher education was on the verge of chaos.

The point I'm trying to make is that advanced, impartial, objective planning is es-

sential for the orderly development of a differentiated system of higher education.

The clinching argument is that federal legislation is making a superboard impera-

tive. Lacking a superboard, each state will be required to create a new agency each

time new federal legislation is enacted. The competition for federal funds is

vicious and only an impartial super-agency car distribute these funds so they will

bring maximum benefit to the state as a whole. One must wonder if even a super-

agency can accomplish this.

I will introduce the second reference to superboards by a question: Can a

superboard remain sensittve to the interests and welfare of individual colleges and

simultaneously control its statevide component systems?

If we could answer'this question affirmatively, our fears would be markedlST re-

duced. The question is not unlike the primary question which faced the founders of

our nation almost 200 years ago. In that case, they were trying to work out a plan

which would promote the orderly development of each state as an integral and contribu-

ting part of the nation. From that experience we can derive hope. But our situation

is also not unlike the one which produced the United Nations. The experiences en-

countered by that body are less encouraging. You can readily see the fallacy of

arguing from analogy.

It seems to me that the preservation of the autonomy and the diversity of indi-

vidual instit'Aions is paramount if innovations are to flourish and if institutions

are to remain sensitive and responsive to changing societal needs. A central agency

can promote diversity, innovation and responsiveness in spite of inescapable and ever-

present pressures for uniformity which continuously force it to apply control. Yet
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control seems to result in spite of good intentions. If efforts are made to curtail

an agency's power of control, the agency usually becomes ineffective. It is rare to

find a central agency which achieves desirable levels of control through leading

rather than driving, through giving aid rather than demanding subservience, through

inspiring rather than legislating. You can see I'm suggesting that if you create a

superboard in Washington, you should seek to have it achieve control through service

and leadership.

Legislative pressure is the most pervasive force which influences a super-agency

taward excessive and unwanted control. To state the point directly, the legislature
r

is likely to say, "If you professional folk don't take the responsibility for the

orderly growth of higher education, we will." All of us would choose self-governance.

Competition for fiscal support is another force which promotes excessive control.

Other state agencies compete with education for limited available funds. Almost

automatically, state government requires every agency to adopt controls on salaries,

space utilization, budget reviews, central purchasing, building authorization and

personnel policies as a condition for financial support. If an educational agency

doesn't comply, it simplifies fund allocation. Mast states w4ould rather build high-

ways than colleges.

Other speakers have advised you that a superboard must have its responsibilities

clearly defined at the time it is created, and its personnel must be selected with

care. I want to underscore the idea that competent personnel are perhaps the most

critical to an agency's effective operation.

The third issue I'd like to raise is: "Can any agency gain both the freedom and

the support which are necessary for all higher education to reach maximum effective-

ness?" The answer is probably "no." Here is where we face our dilemma. We can
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expect an agency to do some things well. We cannot hal it will solve all our prob-

lems. Let's be reasonable in our expectations.

I believe, however, that a state with a superboard has a better chance of ob-
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beyond a board's control or influence which adversely affect its operation include:

(1) the low vaiue our citizenry collectively gives to higher education as a top

priority social service; (2) the preference of state governments to operate by rules

and regulations when they become large and complex; (3) the preferential treatment

of other important social services which have direct personal appeal; and (4) the

cherished right of the legislature to make decisions, hence its reluctance to grant

discretionary powers to an agency.

Creating a superboard alone will not guarantee all the improvements we might

hope for. More than an agency is needed. The few states which have made marked

progress in coordinating higher education have all had vigorous support from the

governor and the legislature. Education must court political support. We can solve

our minor internal professional problems with relative ease, but without substantial

legislative and gubernatorial support, overall gains will be minimal.

In concluding this section, let me quickly review with you steps you might take

if you do decide to establish a superboard of higher education'. Action would start

with a resolution by the state legislature authorizing a comprehensive study and the

subsequent development of a masterplan for higher education. I believe you are ready

for these steps now. I hope you won't postpone this initial action until a crisis

forces you into hurried planning. Constructing a masterplan would require: (1) de-

fining the systems and segments of higher education, and the respective roles and

responsibilitie3 of each; (2) identifying the problems which require coordination --
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this is what you were doing in your discussion sessions at this Conference; (3)

stipulating the nature and functions of the coordinating agency, relating these

points to the problems you created the agency to solve; (4) formulating a plan of

ftnancial support under which all segments could flourish; and (5) providing means

for periodic adjustments of the masterplan.

Let me try to make these points more meaningful by presenting questions you

would have to answer as you prepared your masterplan.

What fot ,. wculd you select for your total system of higher education? Would

you adopt California's tripartite plan of a university system, a state college

system and a junior college system? Would you then give each segment equal repre-

sentation on the superboard? And would there be other representation on the super-

board?

The answer to the first question seems easy until you begin to assign non-

overlapping roles to each segment. When you reach this point, every field presents

a host of thorny problems. For example, as you divide responsibility for engineering

education, you can readily assign preparation of design engineers to the university

and preparation of engineering technicians to the junior college. Then who should

prepare the applied engineers? If this is assigned to the state colleges, what shall

be the limit,: of the program both upward and downward? Or you may ask, which insti-

tutions should offer doctoral programs? An answer comes readily -- "The universities,

of course, because they have the research training capabilities." But then you might

ask if the state colleges could retain competent professors without a research in-

ducement? Moving to consideration of the role of the junior college, you'd readily

agree on their responsibility for technical programs, but how technical? Nursing

will illustrate this quandry. It is easy to differentiate between a two-year and a
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four-year R.N. program. But because these programs have little similarity of or-

ganization, will there be any reciprocity between them? And shall licensure limi-

tations be imposed on either program?

Questions of admission restrictions are as difficult as any. Will you adopt

a plan of differential admissions as California did and restrict enrollment of the

upper one-eighth of high school graduates to the university, the upper one-third to

the state colleges, and hold the junior colleges to an open door policy? In all

your discussion sessions, you talked about the problems of students transferring

from junior college to senior college. This problem could be eliminated by assign-

ing all lower division work to the junior colleges. Why not try this? Or would

such a move create more problems than it solves?

Let's now consider the forms of governance you might want to adopt. Should

there be a separate state board for each system -- university, state college and

junior college? California has a separate board for the universities and another

for the state colleges, but junior colleges are controlled by the board which also

has jurisdiction over elementary and secondary educalon. This places junior col-

len, at a disadvantage in bargaining. Before Washington adopts a tripartite system

with each system controlled by an independent board, you have some other questions

to answer. For example, could the University of Washington and Washington State Uni-

versity be happy together under a common board? It is a tough question to answer

now, and it wiil get tougher as time goes on. There won't always be only two uni-

versities in the state. Which will be the first to develop a branch campus? Once

this process starts, it could get out of hand quickly. It is at this point that a

superboard's advantages become most obvious.

Let's stop with one more major problem. What reaction would the universities

and the state colleges have to the state alloting funds on the basis of enrollment
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if three-fourths of the students are enrolled in the junior colleges? That is

exactly the problem we face in California. California's junior colleges now enroll

over a half-million students. This number is more than twice the combined enrollment

of all the state colleges and branches of the university. At the last election,

bonds valued at over one hundred million dollars were approved for higher education,

and nothing was allocated for junior college supports Such inequity cannot persist.

In Washington you can expect a similar struggle for equitable allocation of funds.

Workable answers to such questions don't come easily. I'll close this section with

two more questions. How effective can a superboard be in reaching solutions to such

questions? Can you think of a better way to objectively adjudicate such matters?

A-ILLi2E.S.01.19.1.001

For the third portion of my remarks, I'd like to shift emphasis from a super-

board to a state level governing board for junior colleges. Mr. Deem has given us

a splendid reference base for considering the question, "Should you create a separate

governing board for junior colleges in Washington?"

In future deliberations of this questi,n, I would urge you to:

...ff

1. Make every effort to insure that a new state-levnl board will not
reduce local control and local autonomy. At the time Zile new board is
formed, unless you are vigilant, the powers given to the board could impose
a degree of uniformity on all colleges to the point where individual colleges
could not be responsive to local needs.

2. Ensure that the junior college board and its staff are so constituted
that they can speak authoritatively for all the junior colleges of the state.

3. Strive to have the board become respected to the degree that it can
compete favorably with other agencies of government, in order that it may
secure adequatesequitable and proportional financial support for junior col-
leges.

4. Impose on the board no limitations as to the scope of programs for
youth and adults. Charge the board with responsibility for encouraging the
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development of programs which are appropriate for the societal, political
and economic education of all youth and adults.

5. Seek to free the board from impediments to creativity. Future junior

college development will call for this institution to serve society in many
ways we cannot foresee today.

Community colleges represent the new frontier of higher education. They al-

ready carry the major enrollment burden. Other institutions must become accustomed

to their secondary though important role. "Junior" has grown up; he's now ready for

full partnership. The day has almost arrived when nearly all high school graduates

will choose to enroll in community colleges, and nearly al/ adults will require the

services of these institutions to maintain their employability and citizenship compe-

tence.

Gratifying as the present achievements of this institution appear to be, they

are dwarfed by its future potential. What are the theoretical limits of enrollment?

Clearly they are represented by enrollment of all high school graduates and.all

adults. These numbers are staggering. Yet we know junior colleges can profitably

serve this full range naw. A realistic, yet conservative, estimate would be that

by the turn of the century, nearly all high school graduates will attem:: junior

college, and nearly every employed adult will enroll part-time at least every four

or five years. Stated another way, we can expect within a very few years to be

called upon to educate a ten-fold increase in regular day students and a hundred-

fold increase in adults. What kind of agency is going to be able to guide the

junior college through such a phenomenal period of growth? Don't you agree the

challenge promises to be one immatched in the history of educational development?

Don't you agree it merits priority consideration?

When I learned of my assignment at this Conference, I asked Dr. William

Crawford to give me questions which represented your prime concerns. Dr. Crawford
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was the chief coordinator of the recent study of junior colleges conducted by the

Arthur D. Little staff. I will try to vriefly answer Dr. Crawford's questions in

the hope that the questions and their answers may influence future study which may

follow this Conference.

Question 1. Should vocational-technical education, adult education and edu-

cation of all types beyond high school come under the direct control of the com-

munity college system? The answer is "yes," except of course for upper division,

baccalaureate and graduate education. The complete job of a comprehensive community

college cannot be accomplished unless it embraces all of these functions.

Question 2. Should there be a community college system both outside and inde-

pendent of the state superintendent of public instruction? The answer is "yes," the

anticipated future growth of community colleges warrants separate administration.

We have learned that independent separate local boards govern junior colleges more

effectively than boards with responsibility divided among several segments of edu-

cation. It seems logical that this l'tnciple would apply equally at the state level.

guestion 3. Should there be a state board for vocational-techLical education

exclusively for community colleges, acting independently of the assistant state

superintendent in charge of vocational-technical education for the state? The answer

is "no." Vocational education is still important in high schools. Clearly the major

responsibility should, and in the future will reside in the community colleges. But

recognizing that historically the roots of vocational education have grown in high

school programs, and in view of the character of federal legislation, at the present

time a "straddle board"seems advisable. Vigorous and direct effort should be made

to encourage the straddle board to move responsibility for occupational education to

the community colleges.

...k... ' '7
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Question 4. Should the state board for community colleges in vocational-

technical education be appointed by the governor or be elected by the elef:tors? I

prefer appointment.

Question 5. Should existing vocational-technical institutions which are now

part of the common school districts become part of the community college system?

"Yes." The trend toward requiring more education for employment is clear.

Question 6. Wet should be the relationship of multicampuses in community

college districts? I believe we will have multicampuses in most of our districts

in future years. Population growth in Washington is rapid. Multicampus districts

are becoming common in other states with heavy population increases. Organizational

principles are nuw pretty well established. Each college in a multicampus district

should have as much autonomy as possible with central staff limited to those needed

to efficiently handle tasks common to the operation of all campuses in the district.

91Le.§lisni. What is the best approach for statewide cooperation between insti-

tutions of higher learning: the state colleges, the universities and the junior

colleges? I believe the best solution lies in a coordinating council and separate

state boards for each segment. I believe the poorest arrangement uould be a single

board for all of higher education.

Question 8. Should there be a state advisory committee, advisory to the state

junior college system, and would this be elected or appointed? Tal general, I favor

advisory ccaimittees. However, if the state junior college board has the proper

composition and representation, an advisory committee may be unnecessary. I believe,

in the long rz-n, you will find an advisory council to be advantageous. We must in-

sure that the board is sensitive to important issues. The junior colleges should

fashion direct pipelines to and from the board which will provide the board with

information, support and direction whenever it is needed.

,....."ropcnortiMirdafir
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guestion 9. What would be the comparative cost of administration of the state

system within the present structure of the state superintendent's office as compared

with a separate office for community colleges? Cost will vary with service. Your

present state service is inadequate. You need additional service now. As the number

nf inniny r.oll=goa inr.ronco =To =nrelllmont grmac, additinnal aprvirPA will bP required

and costs will correspondingly increase. In spite of some evidence to the contrary,

real costs should not vary substantially because you provide the services through

one agency or another. The separaze agency, however, is more likely to provide the

services you need.

Conclusion

I realize the Conference has covered many points superficially. You will

want to hold other conferences to deal with these and other questions in greater

depth. At least this conference has alerted you to the major questions and started

your planning for their solution. Some questions will require decisions soon, others

can be postponed. Thank you for the chance to share in this stimulating meeting.
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